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RIVER PROSPEC fort
RED HIVER. TAOS GOUNTY, NEW MEXICO. THUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 190.
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The new $20 gold certificate Is said
Int be "artistically attractive."
trinsically so. too.
There ought to be 366 days each
year for honoring the flag, with one
day added to leap year.
If

a

fleet

of

couldn't rapture

warships
certainly

Yankee
Baltimore,

no fleet of foreign warships could.
As the United States has become a
world power. Castro now feels that he
can visit it without a loss of prestige.
The Sultan of Morocco may be pardoned If he is disposed to regard his
country just now as "all the leath-

er."
A New Yoik man has solved the
problem of making life in that town
tolerable. He sleeps flfty days at a

stretch.

Foxes and Their Burrow.
For the statement that foxes have
holes there Is not only the authority
of natural history but of Oospel. The
typical habitation of the fox Is a hole
In the ground.
"Running to earth"
and "digging out" are well known Incidents of the English sport. The fox
is a wise beast in all things, wise
enough to rent the burrow of any animal; but In default of such abodes he
Is quite capable of digging for himself, and that with remarkable speed.

Origin of Term "Graft."
SENT TO OBSERVE BRIDE.
Municipal
corruption of vaHows
kinds Is now generally Indicated by Explicit Instructions Given to a King's
the word "graft." The origin of this
Ambassador.
term Is obscure, but It is believed to
The following directions were given
have arisen from dishonesty In low- by Henry VII. to the ambassadors he
lier spheres. Rartlett's "Dictionary of sent to Naples to open negotiations
Americanisms" defines "grafting" as for the hand of Queen Joanna: "To
,
Hotten's "Slang Dic- mark and note well the age and stattionary" suggested that the slang
ure of the said young queen, and the
of "graft" might be a corruption of features of her body, the favor of her
"croft," or a generalization from the visage, the clearness of her skin, the
special work of gardening.
color of her hair; to note well her
eyes, brows, teeth and Hps; to mark
well the fashion of her nose, .peclally
Good Proof of Guilt.
Rabbit Fur Rivals Wool.
to note her complexion,
her arms,
When William M. Evarts was a
If the Industry now being carried
young man he defended In court a on by a Frenchman at Lons le Sau- hands, fingers, neck, whether she have
or blemish
was nter In the Jura district proves pro- any sickness, deformity
man named Edwards, who
any hair
appear
and
there
whether
was
may
charged with forgery. The trial
fitable on a large scale rabbit fur
Hps or not. Item That
about
her
an Interesting one, and Mr. Evarts by become a rival to sheep's wool In the
them to speak with the
his client's making of clothes generally.
brilliant work secured
The they endeavor
young queen, fasting, and that
acquittal. He had a strong belief that breed utilized Is the Angora or "tllk said may
tell unto them some matter
the man was Innocent until the trial rabbit," which molts four times a she
approach as near to
was all over. Then he changed his year. The fur, Just before it falls off at length, and to
honestly may, to
opinion. Edwards paid Mr. Evarts naturally, can be stripped easily by her mouth as they may
feel the conthey
the
Intent
that
forged
check.
his fee with a
skilled hands.
dition of her breath, whether It be
sweet or not, and to mark at every
English Tavern Signs.
Cocoanut Rafts.
time When they speak with her If they
A tavern sign seen In various parts
Cocoanuts, being lighter than water, feel any savor of spices, rosewater or
of England Is "The Dog's Head In a are transported along waterways In musk by the breath of her mouth or
Pot," accompanying the painting of a the same manner that timber Is float- not. Item To note the height of her
pot, ed. Thousands of them are thrown to- stature and to Inquire whether she
dog eating out of a
which may seem to mean that the host gether and the whole mass surrounded wear any slippers and of what height
is kind and his viands good. Another by long strands of bark fiber. One her slippers may be, to the intent that
significant sign Is "Five Miles from native can tow a number of such they be not deceived In the very height
Anywhere, No Hurry." seen in Hamp- rafts, and the fiber is tough enough of fashion of her; and if they may
shire, a pleasant reminder that it is an to stand considerable rough treat- come to the sight of her slippers, then
agreable place to linger.
to note the fashion of her foot."
ment.
three-legge-

antiquarian says that corsets
were worn by women in the year 1600
B. C. And still the sex has managed
to survive.
An

An enthusiastic father has named
bis newborn baby Togo Oyama. He
must love the Japanese more than he
does the boy.

"Friendless indeed is the man who
hasn't a wedding Invitation Just now."
says the Boston Globe. Alas, yes; but
he saves money.
It may be noted that Admiral Togo
did not place his reliance wholly on
the virtues of the mikado while preparing for battle.
When President Eliot laid down the
ruin "Always associate with your superiors," he marked out a lonely existence for some of us.
ft may be true that 2,000 women In
Chicago are wearing hoopskirts, but
fortunately Chicago doesn't set the
fashions for this country.

pocket-picking-

d

Nourishment In Skim Milk.
In skimming milk the cream removed lessens the fat percentage, and
for older people or fat children the
skim milk Is equally desirable, In
some cases better. In eating apples
the skin, too, should be eaten. Pared
apples are not so nutritious, as the
ash contents of the apple skin are
valuable to the human system.

Had Fifteen Lawful Wives.
Fifteen wives was the tale matrimonial of an Italian workman named
Chiodo, who died lately near Milan in

Peculiar Order to Trainmen.
The following notice was observed
posted in the engine dispatcher's office
at the roundhouse in a neighboring
town on one of the railroad lines running out of Albany:
"Trainmen on
passenger trains must not go through
the coaches with overalls on, without
first taking them off." Albany Jour-

Rewards Mouse for Alarm..
Edgar Wallace of London, set a
trap in his room for a mouse. After
he had gone to Bleep the trap snapped
and he awoke to find the room rapidly filling with gas from a burner that
he had left half turned on. He turned
off the gas and then opened the trap
and released the mouse a life for a

nal.

life.

Victims of Official Pleasure.
The viceroy of the Two Kuang provinces, China, recently put out a proclamation that no pawnshop was to take
arms In pawn. Being later himself In
need of funds, he sent his own agents
with arms to pledge. Five shops accepted them ; and these afterward paid
fines in the amount of 17,250 each.

Luminous Shrimps.
Luminous shrimps have been discovered by the Prince of Monaco In the
fishing In the
course of his deep-seMediterranean. They live at a depth
of from 1,100 to 1,600 fathoms. They
are studded with small phosphorescent
spots. These light their way In ue
gloom of the deep waters.

Needless Pother.
It Is a reflection on our Intelligence
that we spend so much time on our
food, and so much more time In talking about It. We must eat, of course,
but what a needless pother there is
about the dishes, and the cookery, and
Illustrated London
the garnish!

Hats and Cows' Horns.
Siena, Italy, is famous for the large
hats ot Its women, and the long horns
we
of Its cattle. The hats, which
know in America as Leghorn hats,
are a peculiar product of Siena, although they are known abroad by
the name of the city from which they

How his wives--- of
his 90th year.
whom he married the first when 17
and the last when 88 years of ag
met their death Is not recorded, so it
may be presumed they died from natural causes.

LETTER

Youth Made Mistake in Using Labor-Savin-g
Device.
A young man was deeply In love, but
his advances were very cootly received. In despair he decided to write
a letter to the young !ady, expressing
his deep affection for her. He was by
no means brilliant, and letter after
letter was torn up In disgust.
He dare not ask his friends to write
for him," for he knew them to be quite
capable of turning the whole matter
into a joke.
At last he hit upon the plan of buying a book of letters. On the finest
white paper he carefully copied out
the model letter on "Declaration of
Love."
The girl, who was very lively, was
much amused, and showed It to her
friends, one of whom Informed her
that she had seen It before In print
was found, to the InThe letter-bootense delight of the cruel chnrmer and
her friends, and the poor youth received the following crushing reply:
"I have received your note. Turn
over the leaf In your book of ready-mad- e
letters, and you will find my answer. Many thanks for saving me so
much trouble In replying." Ixmdan
Answers.
MONEY IN VANILLA BEANS.

Plantation Renders Its Owner Independent.
REMEDY FOR THE PLEURISY.
The region about Tuxpam, in the
state of Vera Cruz, Mexico, Is the natRegion Where Old Wives Pin Their ural habitat of the vanilla vine. The
Faith to "Boiled Hammers."
land is cleared of underbrush and tho
New England au- vine cuttings, vhich should be about
That
Kelthor and preacher, the late EHJal.
eighteen l ushes long, are planted bestory, side siutable trees, left standing fo
logg, once told the following
anent the origin of certain "old the purpose. Ab soon as the joint
wives' " notions:
commence to sprout they throw out
A country doctor, In the early days
tendrils, which cling tenaciously to
of the last century, was called to atthe trees, and soon form climbing
tend a man who was suffering from a vines, which after three to four years,
severe attack of pleurisy. Wishing to commence to bear. In the fifth year
blister the patient, he seized the only the vine will be in full bearing, and
available thing, the family hammer, will produce from fifteen to forty
plunged It Into a kettle of boiling wabeans, each bean worth from 8 to 10
ter, and, after getting it hot, raised cents Mexican (3.82 to 4.77 cents
several blisters by touching the pa- United States); in certain years the
tient over the seat of the pain.
beans have been known to sell as
Ever afterward all the old women high as IS cents (8.69 cents) apiece.
was
In that section knew that there
The cured beans command a much
nothing equal to "boiled hammers" higher price. It is estimated that a
e
for pleurisy, and there was a hot disvanilla plantation will yield
pute as to the best kind of hammer to sufficient Income to render Its owner
claw hamuse, but the
independent for the remainder of his
life.
mer finally won the day.
Five-Acr-

e

well-know-

five-acr-

Heading that Roumanla's queen
rises every morning at 4 o'clock many
lazy girl, will ask: "What's the use,
fter all, of being a queen?"-

Before you take up the man who
wants to bet you that the Panama
canal runs north and south, instead of
ast and west, look at the map.

The FIJI king who called an automobile "the father of all devils" must
have been much more than a generation removed from benighted savagery.
Tammany Chieftain Murphy recently wore knee breeches at a "funct!6n."
The fact that he still lives proves
that Tammany Is not what It used

to

be

may be possible to hunt buffaloes
but
to an uitomobile in Oklahoma,
It will be some time before it' wilt be
possible to hunt grizzlies In Colorado
that way.

lt

negro h Mississippi owns a mule
ears old. The animal Is still
strong and useful, but has- - lost most
of those peculiar li'lltljs that make
mules fauioua.
A

News.

Poets and Irresponsibility.
Poets are wayward creatures, largely irresponsible for their actions, or,
at all events, provided with such a
curiously sensitive and Inflammable
organization that we feel It would be
unjust to judge them by ordinary
standards. London Telegraph.
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It has been discovered that after
they pass 40 most, men cease to read
books. By that time they have ome
to realize how hopeless It Is to try to
know everything.
I

Immediately following the announcement that unlimited tippling Is to be
prohibited In New York comes the report that heart disease has suddenly
Increased in that city.
Will the expert whom the government Is going to send to Nottingham
to determine the value of laces be a

lady? There are sundry feminine
izens who would like the Job.

cit-

Dr. John Thompson says that many
a servant girl Is a "wingless angel in
the home." Our experience has been
that the angel variety soon sprout
wings and make use of thevo.
New York's ordinance forbidding
persons to get drunk more than three
times a year should not be treated
with levity. Very likely It Is an exceedingly serious matter for New
Yorkers.

These snapshot pictures of girls
making furious drives at golf suggest
the idea that they have strength
enough for chopping wood. But most
of them will continue to prefer the
Inlbllck to the ax.
B.U
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plump calves under the heading
tle Market" or "Theatrical."

"Cat-

Now that Dr. Olser has said that
freckled girls are the most amiable,
and therefore the best to marry, why
doesn't some enterprising department
atore advertise a bargain sale of camels-hair

pencils

and

d

paints?
Princess Cecilia can do
housework as skillfully as the most
trustworthy servant. But she will
probably Insist that little Willie must
make her an allowance sufficient for
the keeping of at least a first and a
second girl.
Crown

Frailty Common to Mankind.
men have their frailties, and
whoever looks for a friend without
Imperfection will never find what he
'
seeks. We love ourselves notwithstanding our faults and we ought to
love our friends in like manner.
All

Cyrus.

.

Norway Loans to Farmers.
Farmers can borrow money from
the government In Norway at 3 per
cent Interest, and still the Norse rush
to other lands. The. reason is that
the collateral on which to borrow Is
rather difficult to get In Norway.

Cigarette Case Saves Life.
Returning to his house at Argen-teuiIn France, Mr. Hugh Gooding
was shot at by a discharged employe,
the bullet flattening Itself against a
silver cigarette case, which he carried
Just over his heart.
l,

The Only Religious Test.
No religious test has been devised,
short of burning a man at the stake
the ultimate and only satisfactory
test which will operate as a trustworthy criterion of sincere belief.
Mr. A8qultb.

a

are exported.

The Joy of a Song.
and sighing
But grief's not for long.
Out of the sorrow
The joy of a song!
Sorrow

What are the dreams
Of the desolate night?
Out of the darkness
The uiles of light!
Atlanta Constitute

The Northern Lights.

House-Fl-

All scentless He the fields of snow.
The vallev mists hang deep below.
No earthly damps attaint the air.
And all la pure and white and lair.
No stir betrays the wandering breeze,
No whisper from the frozen trees,
They muster still and stark and pale,
A phantom host In silver moll.
And silver studded over all
Is drawn night's velvet purple pall,
And all Is peace: the fitful breath
Seems sacrilege in this land of death.

When far athwart the northern pole
The rainbow tinted streamers roll.
The leaguered wizard of the north
Has flung his fiery challenge forth.
And. where across the frozen plain
of the slain.
Lies the grim harvest coldly
sweep
His Icy searchlights
virgin keep.
to
approaches
his
The
So are the latitudes too high
In realms of cold philosophy,
And barren wastes, that cannot give
The bread whereby a man may live.
London Spectator.

Beyond the Reach of Soap.
While playing with other children
girl
a few days ago a little
was overheard by her mother to call
Dogs on the Battlefield.
one of her mates a "d d fool." She
It is not unreasonable to hope that Immediately called the child Into the
wealthy dog owners and house, talked with her seriously on
In time
may the sin of profanity, and proceeded to
militia ambulance companies
take up the training of dogs to search wash out her mouth with Btrong soap
for and carry aid to the wounded on and water In the most effectual manthe battlefield. In Scrlbner's' Maga- ner.
zine.
When all was over the little girl
looked up In her mother's face and
said: "Well, mamma, I s'pose you
To Harden Birthday Candle..
The little candles used on birthday think you've done It now, but there's
cakes are seldom hard enough to lots of little d s way down my throat
stand upright until they have burned you never hit!"
a satisfactory time. It is said that
Lilac an Eastern Tree.
the candles harden wonderfully If laid
Like the tulip, the lilac is believed
on Ice for a few hours before using.
to have come westward from Persia
via Turkey, In the sixteenth century.
Woman Is Made Magistrate
Its name Is Persian. In the English
A woman has been elected as local language the color Is called after the
magistrate in the commune of Rank tree, but the tree originally received
Herleln, Hungary, because the whole its name from Its color, since it Is
adult male population of the place had clearly traceable to certain Persian
emigrated to America and not a man and Sanskrit adjectives meaning
was left to till the position.
"
The "lllaj"
"blue" or
of Persia was the Indigo plant. Probably the first mention of the lilac In
To Cure a Felon.
Take common rock salt. Dry In English Is In Bacon's essay on garoven, pound fine. Mix with spirits of dens. He favored the spelling
turpentine in equal parts. Put in a
rag and wrap around the felon. As it
Husband Was a Hoodoo.
dries put on more. It is said to cure
As a husband, M. Jean Boulanger
hours.
In twenty-fou- r
a year or so since,
of Rouen, who
could not be regarded In the light of a
Dogs Not Swift Enough.
mascot. His eight wives all came to
While a Belgian family was return- untimely ends. His first was drowned,
In
a
carriage drawn his second was killed in a railway acing from a drive
by dogs it was un into by the Antwerp cident, his third and fifth were burnexpress at a crossing and three of the ed to death, his fourth mysteriously
party were Instantly killed.
disappeared, his sixth was accidentally poisoned, his seventh succumbed to
smallpox caught while nursing a sisHighest Chimney of Concrete.
ter, who was ill with that disease,
A concrete cblroney that has been
completed recently for a Tacoma while his eighth, who survived him,
smelter is 307 feet In height, and Is caught a cold attending his funeral,
said to be the highest In the world of and In less than a month was herself
borne to the grave.
Its kind.
"lndlgo-colored.-

!!-

Don't Forget That
Self-pitis one of the states that interferes most effectually with making
tho right use of circumstances. To
pity one's self is destruction to all
Exchange.
possible freedom.
y

Still Chance for Scientists.
ITnawarded for a long time, and
therefore still on the list of the
Institute, Is the special prize by
Commeno for the discovery of hydrophobia poison.
Lom-bard-

y

Drip Pans for Autos.
Libell
Uncle Alisn.
lady holds that the
Owners of automobiles unprovided
A
"They say worth makes the man,"
philosophized Uncle Allen 8parks, one article of furniture about a house with drip pans are being arrested in
"but nowadays he has to be worth a that gives a woman moBt enjoyment Washington on the ground that the
mirror.
oils dropped on the asphalt pavement
is a
million to be much of a man."
have a deleterious effect. The
have pointed out that the
Largest
World's
Island.
The Modern Way.
The ladder of fame he scorned to climb,
The largest Island In the world It street car companies have long been
In this respect.
He knew of something greater,
New Guinea, 306,000 square miles; notorious offenders
For he wan a youth of the modern time
Is 83,826.
And took the elevator.
Britain
Gieat
English Schools and Prisons.
Philadelphia Ledger.
in 1870 England had 8,121 schools
Lightning Rod Revival.
Highest Peak of the Andes.
and 136 prisons. In 1898 there were
There is a revival of Interest In
Mount Aconcagua, the giant peak t 20,022 schools and only sixty-silightning rods in France.
the Andes, is 23,080 feet high.
well-know-

full-lengt-

auto-mobllis-

Carries Disease.

y

Is, of Itself, a great
dlsemlnator of disease, partaking and
polluting as It does the food and drink
of man, says a writer In Leslie's
Monthly. Military authorities have
noticed that officers whose tents were
suffered proportionately
less from the attack of typhoid fever
than did those whose tents were unprotected. The latter seems well nigh
Impossible but one of the two must
be done. The mosquito carries malaria and yellow fever; the rat carries
the plague; the cat and dog, hydrophobia; the hog, trichlno; the sheep,
cattle and horses, anthrax and glanders; and they ah carry tuberculosis.

The

house-fl-

y

In the Tibetan Country.
Here is a description of a country
scene in Tibet, taken from Col. L A.
Waddell's note book, "LhasBa and Its
Mysteries": "From every hamlet the
cottagers had swarmed out Into their
fields and were busily plowing and
sunshine,
sowing in the glorious
forming pleasing bits of color. The

men were plowing with oxen gaudily
bedecked with plumes of wool dyed
glowing scarlet and blue, with long
throat tassels of dyed yak's talis and
harness of jingling bells, while close
behind the plowers came the goyly
dressed women as the sowers, scattering broadcast the seed from their
basketB."

"Good By."
"And they knew not that even then
"
From Somethey were saying
where.
thing
one
remember
Brother, this
Underneath the arching sky:
of greeting.
Known Is every word good-by!
Any word may be
Years ago In old Pompeii
Suld a lover, "Night Is nigh;"
Then the lava seared and covered,
And those words were his good-by- !
Ah. how many say
Flushing cheek and kindled eye.
Touching whom. Ood's awful finger
good-by.-

makeB

Of

"good-by!-

"

Should we not to those who love us
Oentle be until we die?
of greeting,
Known la every wordgood-by!
Any word may be
New Orleans Picayune.

China Feared Dragons In Poultry.
A superstition of China is thus described by a traveler: "For a long
series of marches going through this
country we could get no fowls, a great
privation in this part of China where
no meat is obtainable. We were told
that some time before a fowl had
scratched a man and.he had died from
the effects. A story got about that a
dragon had got Into the poultry and
tbey were liable to cause death to
Throughout all the
their owners.
neighboring districts al the poultry
were slaughtered as the story spread
And we had to pay fabulous sums when
we came across any."

Derivation of Words.
generation reproached the French with calling their
mothers "mares" and all their daughters "fillies"; and it Is easy to imagine that "filly" la connected with "fllle."
As a matter of fact, the word "Oily"
Is of Scandinavian origin and is really
a diminutive of "foal." Shakespeare
makes Puck disguise himself in "like-i- n
- of a Ally foal."
"Mare" Is the
Anglo-Saxo"mere," feminine of
"mearh," a horse, a trace of which remains ji "marshal," which properly
nlgntnV master of the horse.
A

song of

s-

n

CONSTANT ACHINO.

EASY TO ANSWER.

e

Back aches all the time. Spoils your
the body, worries
the mind. Kidneys cause It all and
Kidney
man a
Pills relieve and
euro It.
H. B. McCar-ver- ,
of 201 Cherry
St.,
Ore., Inspector of
freight for the

appetite, wearies
I

Portland,

Trans-Continent-

Co.,

says: "I used

Doan's

Kidney

Pills for back
ache and other
symptoms of kidney trouble which
had annoyed

me

I
for months.
think a cold was responsible for the
whole trouble. It seemed to settle In
my kidneys.
Doan's Kldnv Pills
rooted It out. It Is several months
since I used them, and up to date
there has been no recurrence of the
trouble."
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers. Price 60 cents per box.
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Gomez's Wonderful Eyes.
General Maximo Gomez, the Cubnn
patriot who died a few days ago. was
thus described by one who campaigned
with him before
American Intervention: "He Is a gray little man. His
clothes do not fit well, and, perhaps.
If you saw It In a photograph, his figure might seem old and ordinary. But
the moment he turns his keen eyes on
you they strike like a blow from the
shoulder. You feel the will, the fearlessness and the experience of men
that Is In those eyes, and their owner
becomes a giant before you."

FOUR

ATAXIA

YEARS

FOLLOWS MALARIA CONTRACTED IN
SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

WAR.

Victim Itad Become Helpless When He
Tried Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, but
Was Cured iu Four Months.
Because he did not know that there is
a remedy for ataxia, Mr. Ariel endured
four years of weakness, pain and the
misery of thinking his case incurable.
u
"At tho outbreak of the
war," he says, "I went with
Company B, Eighth Regiment, M.V.M.,
into camp at Cliiukamnnga, and while
there my system became thoroughly
poisoned with malaria. When I was
mustered out, I carried that disease
home with me. After a while locomotor
Spauish-Ainerica-

ataxia appeared."
" How did the ataxia begin?"
" I first noticed a pain in my ankles
and knee joiuts. This was followed by
a numb feeling iu my legs. At times I
had to drag myself around; my legs
would shake or become perfectly dead.
I had constant trouble in getting about
in the dark. I kept a light burning in
my room at night as I could not balance
myself in the darkness. Even with tho
aid of a light I wobbled, and would
reach out and catch hold of chairs to
prevent myself from falling?"
" How loug were you a sufferer?"
" Four years in all. Daring the last
three years I was confined to bed, sometimes for a week, aguiu for three or four
weeks at a time. When I was lying
down the pain in my back was frequently so severe that I had to be helped
np and put iu a chair to get a little relief. I hud considerable pain in my
bowels and no control over my kidneys.
The worst of all was that the doctor
could give me no hope of recovery."
" How were you cured?"
"I read that Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills had cured locomotor ataxia and
one or two friends spoke to me about
them. Iu the fall of 1903 1 began to take
them for myself and I had not used
more than one box before I found that
the pains iu my knees and ankles were
greatly relieved. Four mouths afterward I became n perfectly well man, aud
I am today enjoying the best of health. "
Mr. Edward H. Ariel lives at No. 43
Powow street, Amesbnry, Mass. Every
sufferer from locomotor ataxia should try
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills without delay.
Any druggist oou supply them.
When a girl is in love it takes but
one other person to make a world.
BABY'S TERRIBLE SORB
Body Raw With Humor Caused Untold Agony Doctor Did No Good
Cuticura Cured at Once.
"My child was a very delicate baby.
terrible sore and humor broke out
on his body, looking like raw flesh,
aud causing the child untold agony.
My physician prescribed various remedies, none of which helped at all. I
became discouraged and took the matter into my own hands and tried Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment
with almost Immediate Buccess. Before the second week had passed the
soreness was gone, not leaving a trace
of anything. Mrs. Jeannette H. Block,
281 Rosedale St., Rochester, N. Y."
A

To hum work go to work,

for it.

and look

TEA
How little it is! How little it adds to the weight of
the cup! It has covered the
sea with ships for a hundred
years.
be mint by the rasua
"Pat phwat
I dunno, unless It do be the
belli?"
appendtdaytua."
Why It la the
ts because made by an entirely differ
process.
ent
Defiance Starch la
any other, better and
d
mors for 10 cents.
un-li-

one-thir-

TEACHING

PRISONERS OLDER THAN LPHINX

RU88IAN8 AT 8CHOOL

IN JAPAN

Novel Treatment of Seventy Thousand
Enemies Who Were Captured by
Japanese Army and Navy.
It Is a very perular story that comes
from the Far East, where, according
to trustworthy Information, the Japa-

nese government

has

organized

a

regular program of educational work
for the benefit of the more than seventy thousand Russian prisoners now
scattered over Japan. The Japnnese
have addressed themselves to their
task

In

their usual

methodical

and

way. A complete census
of the prisoners was first taken, the
Russians, Poles and Jews being sepabusiness-lik- e

rated. Then the Illiterate, mostly
Russians, were formed Into classes,
which were placed under teachers selected from among the nest educated
of the prisoners, under Japaince supervisors. In addition, more advanced
educational work was undertaken, Instruction being Imparted in Russian
and Polish. And here It may be remarked that some of the Polish prisoners have jokingly remarked that it
has been necessary for them to come
all the way to Japan to learn their own
tongue, which la under a ban at home.
The plans of the progressive little
Japs for the Intellectual and moral
Improvement of their prisoners have
ucceeded beyond expectations. Even
the amusements afforded the captives
are of an Instructive character. Books
nd newspapers are liberally provided
and plays are represented lu the
Cf.mps, In which Japanese actors per-- ,
form historical pieces, generally Inculcating the fundamental virtues, patriotism above all.
The treatment of the prisoners
taken In battle can hardly be described
as adding Insult to Injury, though
some of the Russlnn authorities might
be inclined to consider It that way.
And it is difficult to determine just
what the purpose of the Japanese 1b
In this work, which Is certain to have
a powerful influence upon Russian domestic affairs in the near future.
Can it be that Japan is deliberately
Inoculating her prisoners with the
microbes of education and patriotism
for the purpose of spreading them
abroad through the Russian empire,
or is it merely a good natured and
humanitarian effort to provide occupation for the captives during their enforced idleness? Pueblo Chieftain.
How the Last Man Will Live.
The earth Is ever radiating away
heat Into space. And so at last comes
a vision of earthly cherubim, hopping
heads, great unemotional intelligences

and little hearts, fighting together perforce and flsrc.'ly against the cold that
grips them tighter and tighter. For
the world is cooling slowly and inevitably It .grows colder as the years
roll by. "We must Imagine these creatures," says the professor,""in galleries
aDd laboratories deep down in the
bowels of the earth. The whole world
will be
and piled with
ice; all animals, all vegetation vanished, except this last branch of the
tree of life. The last men have gone
even deeper, following the diminishing
heat of the planet, and vast metallic
shaftH and ventilators make way for
the air they need." From the Metropolitan Magazine for July.
snow-covere-

Frayed Cuffs.
Among the miror arts of life ot

which we have lately given suiul.
is one which Is sadly

neg-necte-

It relates to the treatment of
shirt cuffs that show the first protest
against the laundry's handling. The
laundress Is cruel, but the man who
pares his shirt cuffs with scissors
heaps folly upon brutality. With the
first touch of steel the cuff is ruined.
Light a match and pass it round the
frayed edge (do not burn your wrist).
The cleansing fire will remove the
dross and leave Intact the pure gloss
of the cuff. A cuff treated with fire
will last laundry generations longer
than the cuff treated with steel Lon-

cornea to life when the body feela
the delicious glow of health, vigor

and energy.

That Certain Sense
of vigor in the brain and easy
poise of the nerves comes when
the improper food are cut out

and predigested

Grape-Nut- s

BUILDING

NATURAL SCULPTURE
HAMPSHIRE.

If tt has taken you years to run
down don't expect one mouthful of
this great food to bring you back
(for

Tt

is not a stimulant but a

Rebuilder.)

days' trial shows such big
sult that one sticks to it.
10

re-

"There's a Reason."
x

Get the little book, "The Road to
W ollville," In each pkg.

MAINE.

J

IN NEW

ONLY TWO $60 BILLS EXIST.
Issued In 1812. They Are Worth $1,000
- Apiece at Present Time.
'wo sixty dollar bills In
" v,PRn pqnd. One beexisii.,.
longs to an Fax..
the
other to Mrs. ,Iula
of St.
Louis. They are wortn Utiu'l en,V
"My mother was a Bryant." "jld
Mrs. Turton, "and the bill was one
of several paid to my grandfather, Col.
John N. Bryant, who fought in Ihe
war of 1812, by the father of Mark
Twain.
The payment, was made in
connection with a land deal In Tennessee, the details of which I have never
been able to learn. The bill was an
Inheritance of mine, but I never realized Its value until I saw It mentioned
In a dispatch. I value It as a family

Ari.
.

'r.r,rt

heirloom."
Stock Exchange Elephant.
Though bulls and bears and even
lambs are frequently seen In the stock

'

Wll-hel-
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A Clnrk Kiootal-tto- n.
Colorado Day I
kt'ortlaad, Aufruaf 9 1MB.
The largest and most Important excursion from Colorado to the Portland
fnlr thU year will bo that of Augunt
ltuh to be run under the autptcea of
tbe Colorado Hoard of Manes era for
the Lewin A Clark exposition, and the

from home. The bird, however, flew
straight to his old home in Wakefield,
150 miles away.

Lightning Struck One Red Flower.
During a storm at Bucyrus, Ohio,
lightning struck an Iron hitching post
in front of the David Krauter resithe afternoon, the mists that rise fvom dence. The post was destroyed and
the forests below, congregate around the main part of the bolt jumped to a
it, and, smitten with sunshine, break bed of dahlias, In the center of which
as they drift against its nervous out- stood one red blossom. None of the
white flowers were Injured, but the
line and hiding the mass of the mountain which it overhangs, isolate it with red one and its stalk were wiped out.
a thin halo, the countenance, awful
Lives in Tree.
but benignant, "is as if a mighty angel
were sitting among the hills and enrobing himself in a vesture of gold and
purple."
The whole mountain from which the
Profile starts Is one of the noblest
vHbT
fal- - SbS ' Jfr... t
bW
specimens of majestic rock that can
be seen in New Hampshire. One may
tire of the craggy countenance sooDer
than of the sublime front and vigorous
slopes of Manet canyon itself especially as tt is seen with Its great
patches of tawny color, in driving up
from the lower part of the Notch to
the Profile house. Yet the interest of
A Massachusetts man lives
in a
the mountain to visitors has been so
concentrated in the Profile that very house in a tree In summer.
few have studied and enjoyed
the
nobler grandeur on which that counPickerel Too Eager for Prey.
tenance is only a fantastic freak.
A young woman fishing from a
wharf a'. Lake Penacook, N. H.,
bass. As she
Chickens Quickly Hatched Out.
hooked a
P. P. Paquetto of Williamstown
swung the fish clear of water a pickclaims to have hatched out chickens erel, weighing one pound, made a rush
in thirteen days. Some one gave him for the disappearing bass and caught.
the Betting and at the end of thirteen It by the tall. The pickerel was undays the chicks appeared. Of course able to let go Its grip before both were
the eggs must have been In a state of landed on the wharf.
Incubation when Paquette received
them, but the surprise certainly set
Kept Close to Home.
aim thinking tor a while.
At East Palmyra, Me., has resided
for twenty years a woman, and within
World's Largest Plant.
two miles of her home runs a road
The largest plant In the world is that she has never been on. About
probably a species of seaweed, which two miles In another direction Is a
often attains a length of 300 feet. The pond, and until a few days ago this
stems are dried and used as ropes by woman did not know that such a pond
was in existence.
tbe South Sea islanders.

PIMPLES

mm

Cr'orji do Board of Manage ra are planning to-- moke
the day ue of the moat
. 'iHn
note
the lire of the exposition.
Piano for tbe program av Portland,
though aa yet Incomplete, iuc.
great mass meeing at the Tomple o.a
Mualc on the afternoon of Colorado
Day, with addresses by Governor
of Oregon, tho mnyor of Portland, Governor McDonuid. Prenident
Goods of the Ijewlx & Clar'c exposition,
and other prominent speaker from this
and other states. In the evening there
will be a banquet or a ball or possibly
both, and on the following day an excursion to point" on Puget Sound.
The offlrlul Colorado train will leave
Denver at t a. m. August 19th. over
the Denver A Klo Grand? railroad. It
will carry Governor McDonald and hie
staff and the Colorado visitors to Portland on account of the stute.'n celebration there, and It will also be the official train 'or the Colorado delegates to
Irrigation Congress,
the
National
which holds Its thirteenth annual session In Portland. August
Arriving In Salt lnke City on the
morning of August 20th, the train will
lay over there until 8 p. m. A royal
day's entertainment Is being planned
by the Utah Commercial Club and tbe
L'ltlzens of Salt Inke City. The train
will reach Portland early Tuesday
mdrnlng.
All the detail of the trip and sleeper
reservations may be oMulued from the
secretary of the Colorado Htnte Com707
Eighteenth
mercial Association.
street, Denver, or A. McKarland, C. T.
A., Denver, J. M. Billion,
agent,
fneral
Colorado Springs, II. K. Krueger, general agent. Pueblo, of any Denver A
Rio Grande agent.
A man with dreamy eye usually hns
that kind of luink hubim-eCham-bttial-

V SOAP

TEA
exchange, members of this body probGet -- lb. Schilling sBest,
ably were never before visited by
other menagerie pets until a short
and follow directions.
time back, when an elephant paid a
Iri oeery pacltace of Kti tfltitc
Dent Tea In a
call at the exchange. This pachyderm,
booklet; How to Mnka itouti Tin.
however, came not of his own free
will, but was led to the scene by SalIt isn't the amount of religion a
vationist Smith. Mr. Smith wanted to
memher lias that founts so
secure a subscription for his army's church
much ns the amount he uses in his daily
requests were business.
fund, so
Jumbo.
made by
The
Every housekeeper should know
novelty of the presentation resulted in that If they will buy Defiance Cold
generous
all,
attention, and, best of
Water Starch for laundry use they
donations. New York Herald.
will savo not only time, because It
never sticks to the Iron, but because
Fish Report by Telephone.
each package contains 1C oz. one full
An English paper reports that a pound while all
Cold Water
Norwegian has Invented a telephone Starches are put upother
In
pound packby which the noise made by fish In ages, and
the price Is the same, 10
the depths of the sea can be heard. cents. Then again because Defiance
The instrument consists of a micro- Starch Is free from all Injurious chemphone in a hermetically sealed steel icals. If your grocer tries to
sell you
box. It is connected with a telephone a
package it Is because he has
on shipboard by electric wires, each a stock on hand whicli lie wishes to
sound in the water being Intensified
dispose of b'.'fore he puts In Defiance.
by the microphone.
The Inventor as- He knows that Defiance Starch has
serts that with its aid the presence of printed on every package In large letfish, and approximately their number ters and figures "Iti ors." Demand Det

To treat Pimples and Blackheaas,
Red, Rough, Oily Complexions,
gently smear the face with Cuti-cur- a
Ointment, the great Skin
Cure, but do not rub. Wash off
the Ointment in five minutes with
Cuticura Soap and hot water, and
bathe freely for some minutes.
Repeat morning and evening. At
other times use Cuticura Soap for
bathing the face as often as agreeable. No other Skin Soap so pure,
so sweet, so speedily effective.

'

self-deni-

make-believ-

e

... . dcHr.t. mmllrlnal
ml rtnnl-llr- nt
ilnrivt-from e'litlrura, Ihe great Skta
the purct of
lnfrmllriit. and tho
rcfrv,hint of flower odori. Two Soope in one nt ono
prire D.lnely, 0 Medleiual and Toilet Soap for lie.
rottt-Druff ft Chem.Corp., Hole Prop.., rioeton.
1.
I
to 1'reaerYe, i'urity,aud BeauUfj."

Ciitirura flnap

STOVE inil'AlHS
i

lUllSJI,

H. WILSON

When Your Grocer Saye
Met Wildcats at Play.
does not have Deflunce Starch, you
As H. D. Fletcher was at work on he
may be sure he Is afraid to keep It unthe mountain back of Butternut hill, til his stork of 12 oz. packages are
Johnson, Vt., he came upon a couple sold. Defiance Starch Is not only betother Cold Watei Starch,
of young wildcats, about as large as ter than any 16
oz. to the package and
common house cats. They were sleek butUs contains
same money as 12 oa. brands.
for
and handsome and were playing and
frisking like ordinary kittens. Having
Half the pleaanre of making; up a
with some people Is the
no weapons with him and being ac- squabble
to huve another.
chance
son,
Mr.
Fletchby
his
little
companied
er decided not to meddle with them,
fearing an encounter with the mother,
BAD
who was probably not far away.
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SALT LAKE CITY

UTAH

TELLUS

Your troubles in pumping water
and we will tell you how to overcome them. We make gasoline
engines that work.

THE FLINT-LOMAELECTRIC & MFG. CO,
X

weigh twenty-twpounds.
It grows
on the highest plnacle of the land,
about 2,000 feet above tbe level of
the sea.
o
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2 Blocks South of Union Depot.

DENVER. COLO.

Per Cent Per Annum
From a dollar up. Write for
booklet and Instructions. "Bank-In-20
by Mail." Uepualtom hi
800,000
Are
axseta.
states.
yuur saving worklnsf
The Central Savings Bank
Denver, Colorado.
s;

.
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DEBTS

Largest Flower in the World.
The large .m flower In the world, It Is
said Is tbe bolo, which grows on the
Island of Mindanao, one of the Philippine group. It has Ave petals, measuring nearly a yard in width, and a
single flower has been known to

STOCK

llntn. 'Ihuh ro oilier.
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however, is good enough to be classed
as a work ot art. In order to make
the exposure and eliminate the Iron
bars the lens was placed between two
of them and the attention of the klag
of beasts distracted until It was time
to open the shutter.

r nler

TEA

freight train traveling at

:high speed came along, and although

Curious Lion Portrait.
Even the camera has been known to
balk when placed perilously near animals of the jungle. It Is no easy trick
to make a good picture of any ot these
The accompanying negative,
lit usts.

or every known rnak
Deuv-sr- .
Phon 72.
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Denver Directory

and kind, can be recognized.
When fiance and save much time and money
hoppltiffe M umnltcp SuVi oro ortrriiin.
and tho annoyance of tho iron sticktered in large numbers they make a ing. Defiance never sticks.
Whistling noise and the sound made
by codfish is more like howling.
Many a reigning society belle does
If
they come near the submarine tele- not know enough to go in when it
rains.
phone their motion can be distinguished. The flow of water through the
Over one million aeres nr land In thf
gills produces a noise similar to the Uintah Indian
be
will
reservation
open for settlement August 28th.
labored breathing of a quadruped and thiown
Kegldt niton beginn August 1st. at Grand
the motion of the fins produces a dull Junction, Colorado, cant inning till Augu.-- t
12.
From Denver, Colorado Springs or
rolling sound. Richard Guenther, con- PueMo.
the Colorado Mkllunl Is the shortsul general, Frankfort, Germany.
est route to Grand Junction or reservation points.
Write '. H. 8peeiK. O. P.
A., Denver, for booklet, giving InformaChild Lay Safely Under Train.
tion regarding land, rates, etc.
A little girl of one and a half years
has just had a wonderful escape from
i lardl y
yb
of him gro
death near Cardross, England. While rest
head.
she was at play she wandered upon the
railway track and sat down between

the rails.

j.f..p
with

Ciirr,
mrjit

12-o-

We choose to sell tea; and
the driver applied the brakes, the
Flew Far to Old Home.
whole train passed over the child beAlaska to
The retentive powers of the cat tier fore It could be brought to a stop. It it goes from
pigeon are wonderful.
Over a year was then found that with the exception
ago C. B. Woodbury of Cornish. Me., of a cut In the face the little one was Mexico.
purchased a bird from a man in Wake- uninjured. Such an escape would be
It's the tea!
field. The bird was mated and seemed impossible in this country, but in
perfectly contented In his new home Great Britain the engines have no 1U Your ffrucer relurui your wontj it jrou don't
SciaiUnf i Bat.
at Cornish and his owner felt confi- cowcatchers, and the fireboxes are
dent that he would return to his loft much farther from the ground than
I.ove In a rot t litre til almost as viswhen he was released a few miles here.
ionary hh wealth In an air castle.

two-poun-

take their place.

IN

Farmhouse Hat Had More Tnan Century ot Life.
Here Is a picture of one ot Mvt
historic buildings, which has stood
over a centttfy and Is now falling in
Marvel of Nature Well Described by decay. This is one of the oldest farmPoet of a Past Generation Formed houses In Hebron.
It is historic for
Thousands of Yeara Before the Time two reasons. At this very house the
greater part of the flooring timbers for
of Adam.
the original Bowery theater In New
York city were hewn
and framed.
King wrote of the Profile as he did Also, Prof. Oscar Allen, the first Amerof all the wonders of the New Hampican to know the secret composition
shire mountains, from the keenest for making nickel and tbe first to insense of their beauty and grandeur, troduce nickel plating In this country,
and in the hope of making others real- was born and brought up on this farm.
ize how near to their doors were splenThe timbers for the Bowery theater
dors of nature as marvelous as could were cut in the forests around Hebbe found In any other part of the ron, and were taken to this house to
world. The following extract Is from be hewn and framed.
Lvl Alien, a
his book, "The White Hills," 1869:
carpenter and contractor from New
If the inclosing walls of Franconla York, was sent to do the work. He
Notch were less grand, and the water came in the winter of 1825-26- .
and
gems less lovely, travelers would be with the aid of his brother, then Hv- still, perhaps, as strongly attracted to
1
."
TTT"7"
the Bpot, that they might see a mountain which breaks Into human expression a piece of sculpture older than
the Sphinx an intimation of the human countenance,' which is the crown
of all beauty, that was pushed out
.Kls(aWPV
from the coarse strata of New England, thousands of years before Adam.
The marvel of this circumstance,
outlined so distinctly against the sky,
at an elevation of nearly 1,500 feet
above the road, is greatly Increased by
the fact that it is composed of three
masses of rock which are not in perpendicular line with each other. On
the brow of the mountain itself, standing on the visor of thi helmet that I
1c .
covers the face or directly underneath
It, on the shore of the little lake, there
Is no lntimat'on of any human fealng on the old farm, hewed and fitted
tures In the Irwless rocks. Remove the timbers. They were hauled by ox
but a few rods either way from the teams to Portland, then transported
guideboard on the road, where you are by vessel from there to New York
advised to look up, an' the charm is city.
dissolved.
Prof. Allen, an expert chemist,
The whole proiile Is about 80 feet in after graduating from Yale college,
length, and of the three separate began work for a concern In Ohio
masses of rock which are combined In which had about $30,000 invested for
Its composition, one forms the fore- the purpose of nickel plating. The
head, another the nose and upper Hp, stock of material was found worthless
and the third the chin. The best time when it was discovered that no one
to see the Profile Is about 4 In the knew how to work It. Prof. Allen had
afternoon of a summer day. Then, a college friend in Germany, where
standing by the little lake at the base nickel plating was carried on. He
and looking up, one fulfils the appeal was sent from this country to Gerof our great transcendental poet In a many to visit his friend, and after
literal sense, In looking at the jutting staying until he had learned the serocks and
cret process he returned home. This
Through thiMr granltft seeming
was the first successful attempt at
Sees the smile of reason beaming.
nickel plating In America.
The expression is really noble, with
melsuggestion
a
partly of fatigue and
OLDEST LETTER IS FOUND.
ancholy.
The upper portion of the
Written on Lead 400 Years B. C. and
Discovered l Attica.
What is said to be the oldest letter
J
in the world has been found in some
excavations In ancient Attica. M.
secretary of the Austrian Archaeological institute, who succei;f!3
In deciphering it, asserts that it His
written four centuries before Christ.
It Is engraved on a leaden leaf, folded
in two, and It bears on the outside
tbe following address:
"To the porter of the market at
Potis, to be delivered either to Nau-sia- s
or to Thrasicles, or to their sons."
The text of the letter Is as follows:
"Mneslangos sends his greetings to
those in tho house and informs them
that he is In good health. Please send
me a blanket or some sheepskins. If
possible, of the ordinary kind, without
ornaments. As soon as the occasion
offers I shall return them."
18

The Profile.
By Thomas Starr King,
don Chronicle.
mouth looks a little weak, as though
the front teeth had deeayed, and- the
Many a reigning society belle does granite Hp had consequently fallen in.
not know enough to go In when It Those who can see It with a thunder
rains.
cloud behind, and the slaty scud driving thin across It, will carry away the
grandest impression which It ever
intakes on the beholder's mind. But
when, after an August shower, late in
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WINCHESTER
LEADER" AND "REPEATER" SHOTGUN SHELLS

Carefully inspected shells, the best of powder,
shot and wadding, loaded by machines which
give invariable results account for the superior-

ity of Winchester "Leader" and "Repeater"
Factory Loaded Smokeless Powder Shells.
Reliability, velocity, pattern and penetration
are determined by scientific apparatus
They are
and practical experiments.
THI 8 H ELLS THE CHAMPIONS SHOOT

Hed

Prospector
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RED RIVER,
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OF A MEKE MAN.

the dinner.
No girl likes to be made

an amateur.

i'

.)

by

Bargain sales have parted many a
wife and her husband's money.
No married woman can pass an old
admirer without a backward glance.

Beauty la the only thing that consoles some women for being women.

a

strong-minde-

keep her calendar torn

can
date.

woman
off up to

It's the blissful ignorance of bachelors that enables widows to marry
them.
A widow knows when a man Is In
love with her long before he knows

himself.

When there ar- - two rivals for a widow's hand one of them Is apt to win
by losing.

""i?; who desires to confli m
Ion of John Paul Jones, ...

that it Is "Capt. Paul Jones, from
.in original drawing taken from the
life, on board the Serapls. published
London, Oct. 22. 1779." The date Is
less than a month after he captured
the Serapls, and If It was really drawn
on that ship may be considered possibly an accurate portrayal of the grent

01

distinguished naval commando, can
do so In the library of the Navy department at Washington, be that opinion unfavorable or favorable to the
great sea captain. In a score of old
prints gathered during past decades
from various sources John Paul Jones
la depleted m a bloodthirsty pirate,
which was the view taken of him by
the British, whose coasts he scoured
In the gallant Ranger; as a bluff sea
captain, which la the opinion most
schoolboys have gained from reading
the account of his plucky victory over
the Serapls, and as the cultured gentleman and accomplished naval officer,
which is the opinion held of him by
practically the entire American naval
service
Mr. Charles W. Stewnrt, superintendent of the Naval War Records Office and Library, has arranged these
old prints In a highly Interesting collection. Many of them purport to be
engravings from pictures made during
the lifetime of Jones. All that Is

The average wife looks upon her
husband as an automatic machine for
supplying her wants.

American naval commander In the
hour of his greatest victory.
The picture in which John Paul
Jones is shown boarding the Serapls
from his own victorious but riddled
and sinking Bon Homme Richard is a
thoroughly heroic conception, but the
features and figure of the victor bear
little resemblance to other portraits
and drawings. This picture, which
is by A. 1 Stephens, Is somewhat
more recent than most of the Items
In the collection.
Chappel's original painting of Jones
has often been called the George
Washington picture because of the resemblance of I' to a well l:nown portrait of the Father of his Country,
whom Jones, Incidentally, knew well,
they both having lived in Virginia.

(WW

Man proposes and later on he is
apt to wonder how he managed to
trake such a fool of himself.

The most engaging summer girl Is
the one who secures the largest collection of engagement rings.
Lovi that can stand a peruke and
secondhand teeth may be safely
branded as the genuine article.

sired to return the plate. He proposed not only to restore his share
of the prize, hut to purchase the share
owned by his crew for the purpose of
giving It back to the Selklrks. Lord
and Lady Selkirk were much surprised
to get this letter, which regretted the
fortune which caused him to make an
expedition against their home. Lord
Selkirk wrote a reply, but not knowing how to get it to Jones, sought the
counsel of Lord de Spencer, postmaster genera) of England.
Lord de Spencer was evidently not
much Impressed
by the favorable
tendency of the Selklrks toward
Jones, for he .eturned the letter to
Lord Selkirk with the remark:
"I cannot help doubting. In the situation I am in, the propriety of my
forwarding a letter to such a rascal
and rebel as this Jones. A letter directed to him, of course, must be
opened at the postofflce."
The foregoing extracts from letters,
copies of which were recently obtained
for the navy department by the American embassy at London, Shows the
view taken of Jones by nearly all the
people of England, but it also shows
that the persons with whom he came
in contact were disposed to recognize
the virtues which he possessed and
16 acknowledge the finer sensibilities
of his character. It would undoubtedly have been a great pleasure to
Jones, who knew the bitterness of feeling against him in England, to have
received the letter which Lord Selkirk wrote, but which Lord de Spencer prevented from reaching Its destination. New York Herald.

ceived a shock of 1.700 volts, which
was continued for thirty seconds,
without, causing death. This numbel

truck.
MAGAZINE.

The fellow who can be late when
his own interests are at stake Is pretty
sure to be late when yours are.
There Is only one place In the
world where you can live a happy life,
and that Is, inside of your own Income.
There Is no advertisement for a
business house like having its men
go around bragging because they are
working for It
Good manners pay even If they do
not make friends, because we cannot
try to make others happy and to radiate sunshine without feeling better
and purer ourselves.
PHILOSOPHER.

Time flies and cash gayly amblea

with it.

The enthusiasm of the defeated candidate is as hilarious as a funeral.
If you can do much, do It well. II
you can do but a little, strive to do It
better.

H Is not so much conscience as the
fea of consequences that makes cowards of us all.

In holding the mirror up to Nature
don't mistake yourself for the good
old Dame and get In the way of fair
reflection.
The low ground Is safer, always,
for the man who fears to climb to
greater heights. Commercial Tribune.
RUSSIAN

PROVERBS.

Over the woman from afar the devil
pours honey.

5

CHAPHAN
this picture Jones is standing i
a dignified pose, his left hand Bllgh:
ly outstretched from the body an'
clasping a telescope.
And row turning over the picture
in this collection is found a moe
startling creation In boldest black am
white.
"Paul Jones, the Pirate," I
the legend, but It is unnecessary, foi
the dashing, bearded figure wears a
uniform emblazoned with skull and
crossbones. A gory cutlass in one
hand, a smoking pistol in the other,
he is the incarnation of all that is
demoniac In fancies of piracy, while
the idea Is helped out by portrayal in
the background of his men ruthlessly
cutting down the brave tars of Old
England. This picture is an engraving
published by A. Park, of London, and
is apparently very old, as Is another
old English print, apparently only a
trial proof copy. It shows Jones with
demure side whiskers and immense
hat of the style later affected by Napoleon, with tassels pendent from each
side. The crowning glory of this uniform is a pair of striped trousers,
which give a sort of Uncle Sam atmosphere.
A head and shoulders engraving
also from an unknown source, shows
Jones as a mild and sedate appearing
man, with white hair (or Is It a white
wig?), who, one would think, might
pass for a substitute merchant In the

known of the mp.n confirms the opinion that, not unlike some fighting DMD
of his day and since, John Paul Jones
was sonjething of a dandy. Certainly
he wasa favorite In Paris in that circle of imperial society which gave frequent employment to artists and sculptors. That the skull of the body recovered from an abandoned graveyard In Paris, by Gen. Horace Porter,
American ambassador to France, corresponded to the precise measurements of Houdin's bust of John Paul
Jones was. accepted as the final proof
of Identification. Houdin was an exceptionally painstaking sculptor and
a copy of his bust of Jones which
stands In the office of the Secretary
of the Navy at Washington Is considered most probably a true likeness.
One of the best pictures In the collection Is an engraving by Carl Outten-burfrom a drawing by C. J. Notte,

In
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a French artist. This rather reflects
the favorable opinion which the
French had of Commodore Jones, for
It depicts a fairly young but determined looking officer, standing behind
the
rail of the Bon
Homme Richard, with a sword swinging easily In his right hand, while his
left rests upon the butt of one of
half a dozen pistols In his belt. The
legend of this picture says:
"John Paul Jones, Commodore In
the Service of the United States of
America, as he appeared In the engagement of the twenty-thirof September, 1779, against Commodore
Pearson. 'Wis vessel mounted forty
guns. The English ship Serapls, forty-five
guns, had, moreover, the advantage in caliber and range. Commodore P. Jones entangled his ship
with the bowsprit of the enemy and
continued the engagement side by side
s. The
for two hours and three-quartaction lasted three hours and and
The Bon Homme Richard
sank the next day."
"Tom" Ochiltree, of mellow memory, during one of his sojourns in
Paris, In 1883, picked up an old print
of John Paul Jones, which Is now
much prized In the collection of the
Navy department. It potrays a bluff
sea captain type, far removed from
either conception that he was a desperate buccaneer or a naval dandy.
The figure Is that of a man probably
forty-fivyears old. which Is somewhat further advanced in age than
Jones was at the time he commanded
the Bon Homme Richard, attired lu
seafaring dress, Including, wide, loose,
flowing trousers. He rests the point
of a cutlass upon the rail of the ship,
and ttie legend under this picture tells
shot-riddie- d

Poverty Is not a sin, but It Is the
.cause of many.
At home a man ts judged by his
by his wlL

tress; abroad,

When the thunder ceases the
ant forgets to cross himself.

peas-

colonies.
Very old and deemed very good by
students of John Paul Jones lore is
an engraving from a drawing by W
rin, a French artist. This shows in

d

A He told cleverly may be truer
than the truth told foolishly.

Misfortune comes by the hundredweight and goes by the ounce.
When a woman goes to heaven, she
wants to take her cow with her.
All Chrlstei dom fasts In Lent
dogs and the noblemen.

cept the

ex-

fellow travelers and fellow gamblers soon know each outer well.
Even an old man can win a woman's love and keep It, If he Isn't Jealous.

When the devil cannot arrive In
time he sends a woman on before
him.

r.

e

When the priest
read
mass the people lie down to hear It
Bits down to

Praise your wife, not three days
after the wedding, but three years

after

It

If you can.

(Special Correspondence.)
Hawaii abounds in folklore
and a volcano. She was the most beautiweird legends.
The land is believed ful woman on the earth, and yet sho
to swarm with gnomes and lalriea and kept alive the blazing hell
that
the water with nymphs and mon- smouldered In the belly of the mounsters. The simple minded native, tain, threatening the lives of all the
whose grandfather would have backed inhabitants roundabout. One day she
away from a pair of trousers like a took a Journey to a
f
mountain
mustang shying at a new harness, to rest herself. Soon after her ar--i
tells us that the god of the air car- rival she was disturbed by the tum-turies around the wind In a calabash. He
of a drum.
She looked about
solemnly relates that an Immense
and found that It was being beaten
bird once laid an egg In the ocean, to keep time for a prince who wast
which in time was hatched by tue dancing the hula. She straightway
tropic winds, and thus the Hawaiian took part In the gayety by singing the
Islands were created.
refrain to words of her own composiOne of the prettiest legends Is that tion.
of the cocoanut tree. The story goes
The prince was naturally surprised
that a beautiful princess was very and enchanted by the appearance of
much beloved by one of the chiefs the beautiful singer. When the song
who was a noted athlete. He tried was ended he Invited the fair singer
to please her In every way, swimto the royal Inclosure, offering her
ming the lakes and bringing her rare refreshments and food.
flowers and choice fruits from the
After a short courtBhlp they were
other side of the Island, but she would married. After living happily fo
not listen to his suit. He found life gether for some tlmo the fire goddess
not worth living without her, and ex- Informed the prince that she must
pired from the pain of bis unrequited return to her old home and attend tJ
affection.
Before he died he said to her duties, as the fires of the vol
far-of-

ferent convicts require a different
number of volts to produce the same
results. One convict received 1,750
volts ard rreovered. and then he received 1,900 volts without fatal ef-feet. Recently a condemned man re-

A woman may not be able to sharpen a pencil or propel a stone with accuracy, but she can pack more things
In a trunk than a man can pile on a

THE MILLCREEK

Hawaii

Electrocution.
The present failure of electrocution
Is causing considerable comment. Dif-

There are two things that try a
man's courage marriage and death.
But after he has passed the first he
doesn't fear the second.

GEMS FROM SUCCESS

of

VARIED

spoil!

A kind word to tb

Only

Folklore

JOHyAUL
JQfiEw&E MANY AND

PICTURES OF ADMIRAL

MEXICO.
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Jones' countenance something of the
shrewdness and humor he Inherited
from his Scotch ancestry.
It Is a
quizzical but the same time a pleasing countenance.
With curly hair and chubby face
ChHpmau endowed his portrait of
Jones, which was eugraved by act of
Congress.
Of the thousands in the British
Isles who thought harshly of Jones,
Lord and Lady Selkirk, whose country
seat still stands at Dumfries, Scotland,
were about the only persons of quality and discernment whq came in
touch with the American naval commander. It was on April 23, 1778.
that the American privateer Ranger
put into St. Mary'a isle and sent an
armed party to surround the house of
the Selklrks, demand their plate and
capture l. on! Selkirk If possible. He
was not at home, so the party took
the plate.
When Jones arrived later at Brest
he wrote to Lady Selkirk that he de- -

!1
muL jokes jxyy wcrow
had to be repeated four times before
he was declared dead. The explanation made was that the criminal was
very thin and his body was a poor
conductor, and also that his hair was
thick and oily. It has been suggested
by physicians who have witnessed
lies., executions that
very many
criminals who have been electrocuted
might be restored If proper efforts
were made Immediately.
The sura
death In any case Ik believed to be
duo to the
examination,
post-morte-

which Is
shock.

at

once made, and not to the

Rough on Americans.
Andrew Carnegie tells this as one of
his experiences at Sklbo. Soon after
he had bought Sklbo "there was a
b
exhibiting in the neighborhood of
the castle, and one of the main attractions was an orang-outanOne
night the orang-outangot out, fell
over the cliff, and was killed. In the
morning two of the keepers looking
over the grounds ran across the body
.
of the dead
One of
them scratched his head and said:
"He ain't no 'Dander, that's sure."
The other said: "He ain't no Ixiwland-er- ,
they ain't got so much hair on
'em." After awhile one of them proposed to the other as follows:
"I'll go up to the kirk and see the
parson, and you go up. to Mr. Carnegie
and see If any of his American gentry
Is missing." New York Times.

Youthful

tho princess. "The time will surely
come when you will kiss mo of your
own free will."
Years afterward, while the princess
was walking one day by the beach,
her attention was attracted to a beautiful towering tree of a new and
strango variety. Us tufted head
nodded proudly In the wind and her
eager gaze was centered upon l&
prodelicious fruit. An attendant
cured one of tho great green nuts
for her, and as she was In the act
of inlslng it to her lips to drink the
mill;, she heard a voice say, "Do you
embrace me with your own free will?"
The spirit of tho prince had taken
the form of the cocoanut tree.
The Valley of Rain.
Another legend concerns the fair
valley of Manoa. tUn place of dally
rain. It was here In the long ago
that a lovely princess was murdered
by. her lover because he thought she
had betrayed bim to a god. The
maiden was really innocent of the
charfe and rather than take revenge
for her murder the gads decreed that
a gentle rain should fall dally in the
pUce where Bhe had died, the sparkling drops of moisture representing
tbe tears of the angels and the
graces of the departed maiden. This
valley Is one of the most fertile in
the region of Honolulu, all owing to
the fact that the memory of the
gentle princess is kept green by the
constant fall of rain. Still another story deals with the
cause of the reverence which Is
shown the hog. This animal was not
alwnys a lowly beast content to root
In the mud and forage for the sake
It once had the
of Its appretlte.
power to roam the possessions of
kings and live upon the milk of the
land. One bold ruler came to grief
by sending his followers forth to
gtve battle to the hog and destroy

clr-cu-

g

orang-outang-

Older the Better.
"Yes." said the old man to his
young visitor. "I am proud of my
Is. and would like to see them comfortably married; and as I have made
a little money they will not go penniless to their husbands. There Is
Mary, 25 years old, and a really good
girl. I shall give her $1,000 when she
marries. Then comeB Bet, who won't
see 35 again, and I shall give her
$8,000. And the man who takes Eliza,
who Is 40, will have $50,000
with
her."
The young man reflected a moment
and then Inquired:
"You haven't one about 50, have
yout" Judge.

Hawaiiana.
cano had died down until there wa
nothing but little sparks left. She had
never revealed to her husband that
she was the fire goddess, though he
Instinctively felt that she was some.'
thing more than an ordinary mortal.
He was loth to have her depart and
finally prevailed upon her to remain
as his consort.
That Is why tho
heart of the volcano became cold and
Is no longer a menace to the safety o!
the people.
There Is a venerable wizard that is
said to be over 90 year of age, living
in the hills near Honolulu, and who
is noted for the wonderful power of
his eye. He is filthy, ragged and unkempt, but the strange light In his
eye holds the natives In awe and attracts many curious white people who
want to see what he Is like.
A Few

White tepers.

And now, leaving the legen'ds and
superstitions of the fair Island behind,
we come to what may be called
Hawaii's skeleton in the closet. It is
the leper settlement in the mountains of Molokai. It Is located on
a peninsula of some 6,000 acres In extent. It Is surrounded on three sides
by a steep precipice about LJjOO feet.
In height. The settlement can only1
be approached by a small pathway,'
and two policemen are always on
guard here to prevent any one one
from entering.
About 140 lepers were sent here
in 1865, and the number has increased from time to time until there
are about 1,000 persons in the coms
munity.
of the afflicted
Inmates of the place are either Chinese or natives, white people
being
rarely susceptible to the disease. Little is known of this dread malady.
It Is a cureless but painless affliction and the theory is that it can
only be taken from contact. The first
Nine-tenth-

symptoms are generally Jlttle spots
behind the ears.
One of its strangest features Is that
children born of leprous parents are
seldom afflicted.
All children born
at Molokai are carefully watched
until they are 7 years of age, and
if at that time they are found to be
nonlepers they are taken to Honolulu,
and placed In an institution provided
for them. These children are carefully sheltered and nurtured and almost Invariably grow up to be useful
citizens.

Not a Messenger Boy.
beggar accosted a man on the
street the other day and poured out a
tale of woe, to which the gentleman
patiently listened. Then he took out
a card bearing his name, which was
that of a well known philanthropist
who contributes largely to an organization working for the relief of the
Native Grass House.
poor. This he handed to tbe man,
the animal after wilting an introductory note
it Whendocileapproached
enough and was led thereon. The beggar turned away
seemed
away an unresisting captive. When with disgust written on his face and
the god for the hog was really that the parting remark:
In those days Judged he had gone a
" 'Say, d'ye t'ink I got time to beat
proper distance he suddenly turned it up to dat joint ? I'm too busy work
and tore bis captors to pieces. After in' dls pike to waste me time dat way.
this he was treated like a hero and Wot d'ye t'ink I am a messenger
for cent nrie.s was regarded as one boy?'" New York Times.
of the country's greatest
warriors.
Something Stronger.
This yarn about the hog's prowesu
"I see your college boys are celeas a fighter, if It takes a notion, has
been handed down to posterity as u brating a great victory on the water,"
warning to all persons to approach said the girl In the pink sweater.
"I don't think you've got that just
animal with caution.
this
right," replied the young man with
y
Why the Volcano Cooled.
the cigarette. "Our boys won a
on the water, but they ire uot
Another pretty legend is that concerning the Are goddess, who lived In celebrating it on water."
A

much-prize-

vio-tor-
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MAHK.fc.TING POTATO
In line with the classic

ON GREEN RIVER

CROPS.
of the

i.i--

oyster shippers, cited by I 'resident
Hadley of Yale University It his book
on Railroad Transportation, is lit case
of the Aroostook
potato growers
brought by President Tuttle of the
Boston and Maine Railroad before the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce.
Nothing could better show
how a railroad works for the interest
of the localities which It serves.
A main dependence of the firmers
of the Aroostook region Is the potato
crop, aggregating annually eight to

STEAMBOAT, CITY OF MOAB

Will Run From Grand River Station on
the D. & R. G. Railroad to
Moab, Utah.
Had It not been for an obM ruction tn
the Grand river, encountered by the
teamer City of Moab, on Us maiden
trip, the little Utah city of that name
would have held the greatest celebration in Its history by this time, Bays ten million bushels, which find a marthe Denver Republican of June 1st. ket largely In Boston and the adjacent
However, the enthusiasm of the resi- thickly settled regions of New Engdents over the opening of the Grand, land. The competition of cheap water
from Maine to all points
Green and Colorado rivers to naviga- transportation
along the New England coast keeps
by
Green-Grantion
the
Navigation railroad freight rates on these potaCompany has not waned in the slight- toes always at a very low level.
est, and when tne boat does reach the
are also a considerable outcity, probabaly within thirty days, putPotatoes
of the truck farms of Michigan,
there will be a rousing demonstration. their normal market being obtained tn
J. J. Lumsden, president of the
Green-GranNavigation Company, and and through Detroit and Chicago and
C. A. Anderson, captain of the "City of other communities of that region.
Not many years ago favoring sun
Moab," owned by the company and operated on the Green and Grand rivers and rains brought a tremendous yield
between Green River station on the of potatoes from the Michigan fields.
Denver & Rio Grande, and Moab, Utah, At normal rates and prices there
were visitors in Denver yesterday. In would have been a slut of the customdescribing the new steamer, a most ary markets and the potatoes would
unique sort of a craft, Mr. Lumsden have rotted on the farms.
To help
said:
potato growers the railroads from
the
"The 'City of Moab,' built last season Michigan made unprecedentedly low
and launched In April, Is
feet
long and nineteen feet deck beam, has rates on potatoes to every reachable
two decks and cun handle from fifty to market, even carrying them In large
sixty tons of freight and from fifty to quantities to a place so remote as Bossixty passengers. There are ten com- ton. The Aroostook growers had to
fortable staterooms and the passenger reduce the price on their potatoes and
accommodations are first class. The even then could not dispose of them
boat is operated by a gasoline marine unless the Boston and Maine Railroad
engine of sixty
r
and is cap- reduced its already low rate, which It
able of making from twelve to fifteen did. By means of theBe low rates,
miles per hour. The distance from making possible low prices, the potato
Green River station to the junction of crops of both
Michigan and Maine
the Green and Grand rivers, is about were finally marketed.
Everybody
140 miles, and from this junction to the
everyyear
potatoes,
and
eats
that
first cataract in the Colorado river the
potatoes
body
all
he
had
the
wanted.
is
about
distance
five miles. From the
While the Michigan railroads made
junction of thfl Grand and Green rivers
to Moab the lstance is about ninety rates that would have been ruinous to
the railroads, had they been applied
miles.
"At the present time there Is an ob- to the movement of all potatoes at all
struction in the Grand river about five times, to all places, they helped their
miles above the junction which pre- patrons to find markets then. The
vents the operation of the boat through Boston and Maine Railroad suffered a
to Moab. This obstruction, however, decrease In its revenue from potatoes,
does not prevent the operation of the but it enabled the Aroostook farmers
boat between Green river and the first to
market their crop and thereby to
cataract on the Colorado river, and as
money which they spent for the
obtain
Is
company
to
the intention of the
it
dynamite "le obstruction In the Grand, varied supplies which the ralroads
If the making of
it is expected that within thirty days brought to them.
It will be possible to operate the boat rates were subject to governmental
through to Moab. The trip to the cat- adjustment such radical and prompt
aracts and return can be made tn four action could never have been taken,
days and this allows ample opportunity because it is well established that If
for stopping along the route, thus en- a rate be once reduced by a railroad
abling the tourist to xaniine the Cliff company it cannot be restored through
Dwellers' remains and other Interestthe red tape of governmental proceing points.
If the Michigan railroads and
scenery
"The
for the entire distance dure.
Is magnificent,
walls of the canons in the Boston and Maine Railroad had
many places rising to a perpendicular been subjected to governmental limiheight of from 1,000 to 3,000 feet. tation they would have felt obliged to
About twenty-fiv- e
mlies south of Green keep up their rates as do the railroads
River station the river enters a stu- of France and England and Germany
pendous canon and the boat does not under governmental limitation and let
emerge until Moab, on the Grand, Is the potatoes rot. E hanie.
reached. The proprietors contemplate
It Is almost as eay to pick the
establishing a hotel at a point not yet wrongfor a wife as It Is to
determined on, in one of the canons for pick thewoman
wrong; horse In u race.
the accommodation of tourists and excursionists. It is their expectation to
Insist on Getting It
provide these hotel accommodations
Some grocers say they don't keep
before the present season is over.
Defiance Starch. This Is because they
"The navigation of the river is not have a stock on hand of other brands
attended with the slightest danger, as containing only 12 oz in a package,
the current does not exceed three miles which they won't be able to sell first,
because Defiance contains 16 oz. for
per hour.
the same money.
Do you want 16 oz. Instead of 12 oz.
Every housekeeper should know for same money? Then buy Defiance
Requires no cooking.
Starch.
that if they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
Fortune is evidently nllnd Ifum we may
by the way she pulses
by and
will save not only time, because it Judge
bestows her favors upon others.
never sticks to the Iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up in
How different tea and
ages, and the price is the same, 10
cents. Then again because Defiance
coffee feel! even good tea
Starch is free from all Injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
and coffee.
package it is because he has
a
In Ttry parkans of Ktnlllltiir'i But Ta la a
a stock on hand which be w'ahes to booklat.
How to Make (looil Tea.
dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Stirch has
Before attempting to size up an easyprinted on every package in large let- going man arouse his temper.
ters and figures "16 ozs." Demand DeWhy is It that one never sees the
fiance and save much time and money
of. an angel In trousers or of
and the annoyance of the iron stick-In- portrait
the devil in petticoats.
Defiance never sticks.
Here Is Relist tor Women.
Mother Gray, a nurse in New York, disuf money any
If a patient has lots of
his coin.
covered a pleasant herb remedy for women's
doctor cun relieve him
ills, called AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- .
It is the
only certain monthly regulator. Cures
female weaknesses and Backache, Kidney.
Bladuer and Urinary troubles. At all Drug.
by mall 50 cts. Sample mailed
Was ever a wicked man fists or Address,
The Mother Gray Co.,
LeRoy,
N.
Y.
especially fond of
d

d

fifty-fiv-

e

horse-powe-
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TEA

12-o-

s.

TEA

or woman
tea, do you think

Every time a man's neighbors

?

It mukes him sore.

The Lord hasn't time to help a man
who is too lazy to help himself.
The Union Pacific Railroad Passenger Department has put before the public a folder of the Lewis and Clark Exposition at Portland. It is wonderfully
neat and attractive, colors having been
employed in the printing. Contents embrace a very complete description of
the Exposition and its attractions, inview of the beaucluding a bird's-eytiful grounds and buildings, done In
numerous colors. Scenes in and around
Portland are strikingly portrayed, and
all contemplating visiting the Exposition this summer Bhould have a copy
of the folder in order that they may
know' of points where the greatest enjoyment and battbfactloa may be found.
e

When a mun looks at his own faults
he never has occasion to use a microscop
-

Defiance Starch
should be in every household, none so
food, besides 4 os. more for 10 cents
than any other brand of cold water

starch.

When a fellow has a difference wltb
his best sir:. It's Just as well to spill
the difference.

TEA
was a royal indulgence
years ago. 'Tis yet
two-hundr-

Your gTootr rturn
Ilk SchUUuf'i Bnl.

Mr siim

ed

II you don't

DISCHARGE

OF A BIG GUN.

THOUGHT IT TOOK BRAINS.

e

kick

Plso s Cure lor Consumption - an Infulllble
medicine for couifbH und coldK. - N. W. Samtjbl,
Oceuu Grove. N. J . Feb. IT. IUO0.

Firing of a Thlrteen-lncShell a Sight
Never to Be Forgotten.
h

To ste a thlrteen-lncgun loaded
and fired Is a sight not to be forgot
ten. The projectile Is thirteen Inches
In diameter, three feet In length and
weighs
1,100
pounds. The powder
charge for targe,, practice Is 250
pounds.
The cost of each shot Is
(500.
When all Is ready on the range, the
signal siren sounds, there la a blinding flash, a roar like thunder and a
jarring shock; then you hear the
whlnnlng screech of the shell, for all
the world like a fast express rounding a sharp curve. The projectile Is
visible almost from the time It leaves
the gun; you see It rip through the target and strike the water beyond,
throwing up a column of liquid many
feet high.
The shell skips, much like the
e
"skipper' of our boyhood, and
again a column of water shoots up
two miles or more farther out, to be
repeated time and again. The shell
In Its flight can be watched without
the aid of a glass for eight miles or
more in clear weather.
flat-ston-

C08T OF LIVING
Market Report

d

CASTOMA
For Infanta and Children.
"

ness.

"I could see that she was trying to
place me, ' said the author. In telling
the story. "When she first came and
saw so many pictures and sketches
about the house she asked me If I
could pa.lnt, and I replied In the negative.
"Then she looked around
for a
piano, i nd seeing none, asked. If
could sl.'ig. Again I told her no, and
of course It was quite evident that 1
knew nothing about dressmaking.
"On her last day I decided to end
her suspsnse, so after a little friendly
conversation I Informed her In vague
but
terms that I wrote,
mentioning one or two things that she
recognized.
Her honest German face
was ralsnd In wonder to mine.
"'You don't say, now! You do all
dot? But I always thought It took a
lot of brains!' "New York Sun.

First Issue of New
York Advertiser.
A copy of the first issue of the New
York Commercial Advertiser, dated
Monday evening, Oct. 2, 1797, Is possessed by R. Burns Linderman of Syracuse, N. Y., having been In his family for nearly 108 years. It is a
e
publication, printed dally and put
at (8 a year.
The Price Current gives the prices
of commodities of more than 100 years
ago. Butter then sold for 14 cents a
pound, while beef ranged from $10 to
$12 a barrel.
Flour ranged all the
way from $4.50 to $8 a barrel. Pig
iron was quoted at $30 to $32.50 a to,
country bar at $87.50 to $95, the same
refined at $100 to $110, while rolled
iron was placed at $150 to $165. Oak
boards were quoted at $17.60 per M.,
and North river pine was the same.
Nails cost 12 cents a pound. Brown
sugar was sold at 14 and 18 cents a
pound, white sugar at 16 and 18 cents,
while lump and loaf sugar weighed
out at 27 and 29 cents respectively.
German steel was then 14 cents a
four-pag-

pound.

The End and Beginning.
"Arise, let us go hence."
The twelve heard their Lord, and quickly
obeyed.
Together they had sweetly talked and
prayen.
Now, strife! It must no longer be delayed

"Arise, let us go hence."
The yenr is past. To you it has been
drear?
Your mind, your heart is now oppressed
by fenr?
He cried the same to you your duty's
clear.
"Arise, let us go hence."
What does It matter that clouds have
prevailed?
Is charncter less worthy because
Has hope no place because you once have
failed--

"Arise, let us go hence."
He. stops; not again will He be denied.
year you turned away when thus
He cried.
It cost you much. Cast out your sinful
pride.
"Arise, let us go hence."
Banish the past year from your heart and
mind.
Look now upward! onward! and not behind.
There light. Joy. peace, and triumph you
shall find.
Chalmers P. Dyke. In New York
Relics of Famous Bastlle.
The famous Carnavalet Museum, of
Paris, has Just received a notable acquisition the keys of the Bastlle and
a pair of manacles, which will have a
mournful
interest for Englishmen.
After the destruction of the fortress
prison the keys were presented as a
memento to Santerre, brewer, soldier
and revolutionary leader, in whose
family they have remained to this
day. Hie
Mme.
Villain, has now presented them to
i.ie museum, together with the manacles, to which this inscription Is attached, In the writing of Santerre:
"Manacles which were on the wrists
of an old man, exhibited In the
streets." This old man was an Englishman named Whyte, who, like
many another poor prisoner, had become insane tn the Bastlle. London
Globe.
Fish.

Flying fish are very voracious. In
In the uffulrs of men the tide may
their- turn they are preyed upon by
be untied by a divorce Judge.
barracudas, sharks, dolphins,
Mrs. YVInsIow'a Booming; Nyrnp.
and a hundred and one others.
children teething , aofoDa the guru, reduce ta
for
fiamuiauou, aiiay pain, cure wind colics. 36c a oottl.
Nature has colored the flying flsh proSome men's Idea of dignity is not to tectively. The back is a deep blue,
be called by their firm names.
merging into the blue of the seas they
Dr. David Kennedy' Favorite Remedy, the frequent, so that thev are invisible a
Great hLlnry and Liver Cure. World Kamoua. Writ Or.
few feet below the surface, while the
Kenadv'i bona, hondout. M. Y.: for tr aaaopl uotUa.
is a dazzling white, and to
In Bcruplng an acquaintance be sure underneath
a flsh that looks upward must merge
you don I rub him the wrong way.
into the light falling on the sea. In
All
Housekeepers
they possess the unique powaddition
use Defiance Cold Water Starch, because It is better, and 4 os. more of it er of flight. Flying nan are about seven inches long and the spread of wings
for same money.
Is about equal to their length. The
Money Is naturally tight with
the "wing" is of thin, gauzy suhstanc?.
man who is shy of loose change.
having stiffening sinews, like the fiber
Many who formerly smoked 10c cigars, of a leaf, to strengthen it.
now smoke Lewis' "Single Binder" struight

j.

TEA
coffee.
Walt for our Knowledg
Ooniutuij, San Pram-laco- .
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It's easy to win a smile from
woman if she has pretty teeth.

a

m.

The Kind You Have
Always Bough?

Vegetable Preparationfor As-
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HIS IDEA OF BANKRUPTCY.

Use

Indian

Native Evidently
Had Had
Painful Experience.
A native of India, who had
lost a
large an punt of money through the Insolvency of an English merchant, explained the English Insolvency laws
as follows: "In Burma the white man
who wants to become insolvent goes
into business, and gets lots of goods,
and does not pay for them. He then
gets all the money he can together,
say 30,000 rupees (a rupee
Is
33
cents), and puts all of It except 100
rupees away where no one can find It.
With the 100 rupees he eoes tn n liM.
of the court and tells him ho mni.
to become bankrupt. The Judge then
tans an the lawyers together, likewise all the men to whom the white
man owes money, and he hhvh"Thi
man Is Insolvent, but he wishes to give
you an that he has got, so he has
asked me to divide this 100 rupees
among you all.' The judge thereupon
gives the lawyers 90 rupees, and the
remaining 10 rupees to the other
men. Then the insolvent goes home
to Englanf,"

Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-flon- ,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevensh-nes- s

and Loss

Chinese Woman Gains Honors.
Miss Li Bl Cu will graduate from
the Woman's Medical college at ftur
adelphia this year, and takes high honors. It Is said that she 1b the tli:
Chinese girl to take a degree in medicine in this country.

Disaster in Bunches.
Escaping from the recent great
earthquake, a number of refugees built
themselves huts at Mandl. India. A
few days later the huts were struck
of the
by lightning and twenty-threoccupants were killed.
e

For Over

or Sleep.

Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

NEW YORK.
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Aruient Water Pipes.
Very primitive water pipes of an
.a.
dent date li ave been discovered In the
streets of Manchester, England. They
were holloved-ou- t
tree trunks fitted
together so as to make a wooden conduit. The joints were somewhat In
the style of those of a fishing rod, the
thin end of one trunk being made to
fit Into the thick end of the other. It
is supposed that this means of supplying Manchester with water was In use
about 200 years ago, and discoveries
of the same kind made in other towns
go to confirm that view. The boring
through the wood was about foui
inches in diameter. The supply of water in those days was not only much
less In absolute quantity than now, but
very much less In proportion to the
population.
The Silent One.
Don't tell me what you arc going to do.
too far away;
Don't tell me too much of what you've
done.
But what you are doing
"I'm-- f OllUf-tIs n lazy lout
That's always cnlllng to vou
To sit In the shade while the weeds crow
rank
And your notes lapse, overdue.

brag
That stands

1b

In

the

a

bold

faced

track
And stops you Just an the race begins
And gets you to looking back.
'Tis only "1'm-dointhat ought
self-gam- e

to
speak.
Or that ought, at least, to be heard-Bu- t
he Is the fellow who's doing so much
He hasn't time for a word
Floyd D. Rare, In Brooklyn Eagle.

Prove It
By the Oven Fire

AOUNCESfbaM

Put the wonderful K C Bak- ino Pnwrler to the test. Get a
can on approval. Your money
will be returned n you aon
agree that all we claim is true.
r....'U K ,l..i;nl,t,.,l aaith t h - rip.
1;
wholesome things that

iUES

MAN--

to-da-

JAQUES MFG. CO.

Chicago

Sen.

Bouk

Limits to the Value of Religion.
Some years since a meeting was
held to discuss selling the Old South
Meeting House in Boston. The argument advanced by the advocates of
the project was that the land had become too valuable for business to be
longer retained for church purposes.
The late Charles P. Thompson of the
Superior Court bench appeared In opposition, and replied to this argument
by saying that he was sorry to learn
that real estate had advanced to suoj
a high figure in Boston that God A.
mighty couldn't hold a corner,)ot.

posll

f

for
I'retwiiu.

Say Plainly to Your Grocer
That you want LION COFFEE always, and he,
being a square man, will not try to sell you anything else. You may not care for our opinion, but
What About the United Judgment of Millions
of housekeepers who have used LION COFFEE
for over a quarter of a century ?
Is there any stronger proof of merit, than the
Confidence of the People
and ever Increasing popularity ?
LION COFFEE Is carefully selected at the plantation, shipped
direct to our various factories,
where It Is skllllully roaeted and
carefully packed In sealed pack
ages unlike loose coffee, which
Is exposed to germs, dust, insects, etc. LION COFFEE reaches
you as pure and clean as when
It lett the factory. Sold only In
1 lb. packages.

g

Whistling on Board Ship.
A clvi.ian on the quarter deck of a
battleship was waiting to see an officer, and to beguile the tedium of wait
lng began to whistle a popular air
softly. He had not gone far when he
was requested to desist. Seeking a
reason for this rule, he was told that
whistling would interfere with boatswain's calls. "It Isn't your single
whistle that would cause the trouble,"
he was told, "but if whistling were allowed, there would be a chorus of it
going on most of the time, and then
the boatswain's whistle would stand a
poor chance of being heard."

POWDER

will bring to life in your oven.
is twoTtrilrino
K C
,...,...., Pnwrler
a
av
thirds cheaper and makes purer,
better, more healthful food than
other powders anywhere near
for
KC Quality. 25 ounces
25 cents.
(et it y I
-

There'll Be No Pie.
An energetic pastor who was n.ak-Inpreparations to build a new church
received all kinds of advice from parishioners, and the greatest amount
came from thofe who had contributed
the least towards the erection of the
church. So at the regular services
on the following Sunday he said:
"I have been receiving lots of advice during the last few weeks. I have
been told by certain members of the
congregation that It will not do to
have too many fingers In the pie. I
can assure you that I will attend to
that part of it; there will be no pie."
Montreal Herald.
No

BAKING

Kft

Lioa-hea-

Save these

d

Lion-head- s

on every package.
for valuable premiums.

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
WOOLSON

LOW

SPICE CO., Toledo, Ohio.

RATES TO LEWIS
8 CLARK EXPOSITION
PORTLAND,

OREGON

Round Trip

So

Coffee is fine too: but fine
has a different meaning in

T.JgVjWIl''

1

bill-fis-

red-fis-

cigur The best combination of the bust
tobaccos. Lewis' Factory , Peoria, 111.
If you would convince others that
you sto a fool boast of your wisdom.

,'

IN 1797.

In

Flying

Dressmaker
Surprised When She
Hea-Employer Was an Author.
A
Ming woman author
recently
hired i German dressmaker to do
some
ork for her.
The German
came to the apartment daily, and after
a consultation or a fitting the writer
would leave to go about her own busi-

$40.00

from Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueb'o and Trinidad to Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Everett,
Victoria and Vancouver, daily ui.'il Sept. 30.
$51.00 to Portland and return, on certain t'ates, one
way through California. Tickets limited 90 days, but
not later than Nov. 30. Stopovers anywhere.
J. C. FERGUSON, General Agent.

ricKet umce

PATENTS

WaUoa B. Uoitmu, Patent At
WaaulmfUiD.I). C. Aavlo
fr
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W. N. U DENVER. NO. 28. 1906.
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Dr. E: H. Sharraed, wtfentid two
.Ihu
boys, down on the Columbine.
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Tan County, Net M'ttto.

JEtherr,

Editor ot the Propeotor
visited in Elisrabethtown today,
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Mexico.
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B. J. Youmr bad bid- look Tues
day as one ot his horses brolae her

leg on his way to Klinabetlitowu.
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Willie Hatton mid two other boys
passed
Teroio. Colorado,
mp tbiaweek to.Cabria-t- o
through
lake on a fishing trip.
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Fraaer Mo;mtln Copper OoMpati) ,)t al.
NUTICK..
Kotice Is hrreby n.v n that the uddersifnd. Fr ink ;4plin Ueeelver, sp
polntednhy the Distrlot CotlM of the
I'trnt jiut'cisi Bts:rfflt of the rrrltsr
of Xew Mexice, selling within ami for
tlit) county of T.ios In that cer'sln cause
pending In Bald court wherein . I oh n E.
Iianninp,. Keoelver of the Monumth
Trust and Safe Deposit Cj?and Jphn
W. Soholleld Receiver of the First National Hank of Anbury I'ark, New
Jersey, are plaintlRn sud the Fraser
Mountain (."opper CoM William Fraser,.
. C. Twlnmg. tbe First National Hank
of i.ntu Fe, New Mexico, John H.
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PRE8H And SALT

L..ls.

KRW MRX.

TAOS,

E. C. ABBOTT,

STRICT

ATTORNEY.

SANTA FE. N. M

Come and See Oux Goods and Get Prtees.

J. YOUNG,
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